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Abstract
A review of previous array Pascals leads on to a description the
Glasgow Pascal compiler. The compiler is an ISO-Pascal superset
with semantic extensions to translate data parallel statements to
run on multiple SIMD cores. An appendix is given which includes
demonstrations of the tool.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D3.3 [ PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES ]: Language Constructs and Features

Keywords Pascal, SIMD, Vector Processor, GPU

1. Previous Array Pascals
Pascal[17, 20] was one of the first imperative programming lan-
guages to be provided with array extensions. The first Array Pascal
compiler Actus[24, 25] was roughly contemporary with the compa-
rable Distributed Array Processor Fortran[15, 25].

Turner’s Vector Pascal[28], another array extension of the lan-
guage, was strongly influenced by APL[18]. It was similar in its
array features to ZPL[2, 23, 27], Fortan90[9] or Single Assignment
C[12, 26]. These all developed to address the challenge of the super-
computers that were coming into use at the time. Later Vector Pascal
implementations were developed at Saarland University[10, 21] and
the University of Glasgow[4, 5]. Pascal-XSC[13] an extension for
scientific data processing provided extensions for vectors, matrices
and interval arithmetic but was not a general array language.

In Actus was the syntax of array declarations indicated which
dimensions of the array were to be evaluated in parallel.

var a:array[1:100,1..50} of integer;

Here the : rather than the .. is used to indicate that the dimension is
to be evaluated in parallel. Actus provided both parallel assignments
using index sets

a[range]:=40:56;

and parallel compound statements using the within i:j do con-
struct.

The implicit assumption behind this design decision appears to
have been that there would be distributed processors each with their
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own memory banks, so that the compiler would spread the array
over the banks using the i : j index form as a clue. This idea has
not been used in subsequent Vector Pascal dialects which have been
designed for machines with a unified memory.

2. Glasgow Vector Pascal
In what follows ’Vector Pascal’ will refer to the Glasgow Vector
Pascal compiler. The implementation initially targeted modern
SIMD chips[7, 8, 11, 19] for which it used vectorisation techniques
similar to those in the contemporary Intel C compiler[1]. With the
advent of multi-core machines and GPU’s subsequent Vector Pascal
releases have supported automatic multi-core parallelism as well as
SIMD parallelism.

2.1 Parallelism
Vector Pascal uses implicit parallelism obviating the need for
a within statement. Conventional for loops will, in fact, be
vectorised if there are no data dependencies, but the spirit of the
language is to use APL style array expressions. Thus one can write:

type t=array[1..100,0..63] of real;
procedure foo(var a,b,c:t);
begin
a:=b*c;
end;

to operate on all corresponding elements of the three arrays. This is
semantically equivalent to:

procedure foo(var a,b,c:t);
var iota:[0..1]~of~integer;
begin

for iota[0]:= 1 to 100 do
for iota[1]:= 0 to 63 do

a[iota[0],iota[1]]:=b[iota[0],iota[1]]*
c[iota[0],iota[1]];

end;

The index vector iota is implicitly declared with sufficient elements
to index the array on the left of the assignment scope covering the
right of the assignment statement. Index vectors are usually elided
provided that corresponding positions in arrays are intended. Iota
can be explicitly used to perform things like circular shifts :

a:=b*c[iota[0],(iota[1]+1)mod 64];

Let us assume that we want to compile foo in program bar.pas to
execute on a 6 core Xeon using the AVX instruction-set and 32 bit
addressing, we use the command

vpc bar -cpuAVX32 -cores6
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The compiler then transforms the code into:

procedure foo(var a,b,c:t);
procedure stub(start:integer);
var iota:[0..1] of integer;
begin

for iota[0]:= start+1 step 6 to 100 do
for iota[1]:= 0 step 8 to 63 do

a[iota[0],iota[1]..iota[1]+7]:=
b[iota[0],iota[1]..iota[1]+7]*
c[iota[0],iota[1]..iota[1]+7];

end;
var j:integer;
begin

for j:=0 to 5 do post_job(@stub,%ebp,j);
for j:=0 to 5 do wait_on_done(j);

end;

The statement has been broken down into two forms of parallelism:
an outer loop that runs on different cores doing every 6th row and an
inner loop that operates 8 words at a time. The loops are then placed
in a nested stub procedure. The threads on the different cores have
access to the variables a, b, c by virtue of Pascal being a block
structured language, but have local copies of iota. Access to the
enclosing scope by the other cores is ensured by sending a static
link from register %ebp when posting the job.

Vector Pascal does not support parallel if statements, but does
allow parallel if expressions:

b:=if a < c then a + 1
else a - 1

2.2 Map and Reduce
Any dyadic operator ◦ can be used as a reduction operator using the
function form \◦, so \* computes the product of a vector, \+ its sum
etc.

Function applications map over arrays. The following example
uses map and reduce.

type r=array[0..63] of real;
var a,b,c:array[1..100] of r;
function zot( p:real;q:r):real;
begin

zot := p + \* q
end;
begin

a:= zot(b,c)
end;

zot returns the scalar p added to the product of the elements of q. It
is mapped over b,c as follows

for iota[0]:= 1 to 100 do
for iota[1]:= 0 to 63 do
a[iota[0],iota[1]]:=
zot(b[iota[0],iota[1]],c[iota[0]]);

If you have a matrix, transposing the matrix amounts to swapping
the order of the row and column indices. Thus for matrix a

a:= trans b;

will swap the indices of the right hand side. If b is a matrix this is
equivalent to a[i,j]:= b[j,i] :∀i, j ∈ a. But if b were a vector
it is equivalent to a[i,j]:= b[i] :∀i, j ∈ a.

Generalisation of transpose is provided by the perm operator
which permutes the indices

p:=perm[2,0,1]q

Table 1. Compliance with ISO standard tests.
Compiler Failed % Success
Free Pascal 2.6.2 34 80
Turbo Pascal 7 26 87
Vector Pascal Pentium 0 100
Vector Pascal Xeon Phi 4 97.6

is equivalent to p[i,j,k]:=q[k,i,j] :∀i, j, k ∈ p.
The . operator between arrays performs the scalar product thus:

u.v is equivalent to the sum of products
∑

ι uι × vι. To the extent
that + and * are overloaded so is scalar product. Thus when u,v are
vectors of sets this evaluates as pairwise set intersection reduced by
set union.

2.3 Types
The Pascal standard[17] supports sets over cardinal types. Vector
Pascal extends this to any ordered type.

type colour=(red,yellow,green,blue,indigo,
violet);

var colours :set of colour;
candidates:set of 0..1000;
names :set of string[40];

For cardinal element types sets are implemented as bitmaps and set
expressions vectorised using SIMD. Many Pascal implementations
have a maximum set size of 28 elements. Vector Pascal supports
sets of up to 231 elements. For non-cardinal element types the sets
are implemented as balanced trees and no vectorisation is used.

Dynamic sized arrays are supported as described by the Extended
Standard[14].

type vec(len:integer)=array[1..len] of real;
pvec = ^vec;
var v:pvec;
begin

new(v,10);

v is now a pointer to a vector of 10 reals.
Sub-array expressions of the form a[i..j] return a dynamic

array with bounds 0..j-i.
Literate programming[22] is supported by the compiler. The -L

flag on the compiler command line causes a LATEX documentation
file to be created. Comments delimited thus (*! *) are treated as
inline LATEX, those delimited as { } are rendered as marginal notes.
Pascal code is reformatted to typographically distinguish reserved
words and variable names. Formulae are rendered with appropriate
maths notation.

Source code can be in UTF8 Unicode, and variable names can
be in Roman, Greek, Cyrillic or CJK characters. Chinese equivalent
reserved words are supported.

3. Implementation
The compiler is in Java and is released from SourceForge under GPL.
It uses the gcc toolchain for linking and targets a range of contempo-
rary and recent instruction-sets: Pentium, Opteron[19], SSE, SSE2,
AVX, Playstation2(MIPS), Playstation3(Cell)[11], Nvida and the
Intel Knights Ferry[6, 16]. The relevant assemblers must, of course,
be installed. In addition non supported architectures can be targeted
by the -cpuC option which translates Vector Pascal to C and uses
gcc to generate binary. For the Cell and Nvidia implementations,
the compiler generates code for an abstract SIMD machine that is
implemented either in C on the vector processors or in CUDA on
the GPU.
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Performance achieved on Intel AVX and SSE architectures is
comparable to the use of C with Vector Intrinsics and threaded
building blocks[3]. However when compared to GPUs performance
it is not as performant as Cuda. Though vector pascal source code
tends to be more compact than C or Cuda for the same task.

Compliance with the ISO language standard is above that of
some other leading Pascal compilers, see Table 1. The ISO-Pascal
conformance test suite comprises 218 programmes designed to test
each feature of the language standard. From the ISO test set a
subset1 was excluded that tests obsolete file i/o features as all three
compilers follow the Turbo Pascal syntax for file operations. We
ran the test suite using the host Vector Pascal compiler and in cross
compiler mode for the XeonPhi. A programme was counted as a
pass if it compiled and printed the correct result. A fail was recorded
if compilation did not succeed or the programme, on execution,
failed to deliver the correct result.

4. Future Work
We have a number ongoing student projects both to extend the Pascal
system, and to add new front ends to it.

1. We are extending parallel reduction operations in Pascal to allow
arbitrary dyadic functions, as opposed to operators to be used
for reduction.

2. We are building a front end for the Haggis language used for
teaching in Scottish schools, that uses the code generator sub-
systems used in the Pascal compiler.

3. We have a prototype Vector C front end for the compiler. This
supports similar parallelisation mechanisms to Vector Pascal
using a Matlab style array syntax. For example:

int main(int argc, char ** argv)
{

int *p, yy[2][5]={{1,2,3,4,5},
{110,120,130,140,150}};

p=malloc(20);
p[0:4]=yy[1][1:4]+4;
printf(" %d ",yy[0:2][0:4]); printf("\n");
printf(" %d ",p[0:4]); printf("\n");

}

when compiled and executed produces as output:

$ Gcc test.c
$ a.out
1 2 3 4 110 120 130 140
124 134 144 154

Gcc here stands for Glasgow C Compiler. This prototype is not
yet fully conformant with the C standard.
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Appendix Demo Description
Here is a scaled up version of the programme described earlier

$ cat bar.pas
program bar;
type t=array[1..800,1..1024] of real;
procedure foo(var a,b,c:t);
begin

a:=b*c+c;
end;
var p,q,r:t; i:integer;
begin

for i:= 1 to 100 do foo(p,q,r)
end.

It performs 2*800*1024*100= 163 million arithmetic operations,
we can compile it for the default Pentium code model and produce
a LATEX listing file thus:

$ vpc bar -L
Glasgow Pascal Compiler (with vector exensions)
11 bar.pas->TEX

compiled
as --32 --no-warn -g -o p.o p.asm
gcc -g -m32 -o bar p.o /home/wpc/bin/rtl.c

Running it on an AMD A6 we get

$ time bar
real 0m1.888s
user 0m1.870s
sys 0m0.008s

We can now compile it for the AVX instruction-set

$ vpc bar -cpuAVX32

This vectorises the code so it runs much faster

$time bar
real 0m0.356s
....

It can be further accelerated by multicore compilation. Note it is
not worth using more than 2 cores on this model of CPU as there
are only 2 vector floating point units shared between the 4 cores.

$ vpc bar -cpuAVX32 -cores2
$ time bar
real 0m0.300s

Although on programmes as small as this gains from parallelism are
not guaranteed. We get the following code for the inner loop:

mov eax,DWORD[ebp+16]; pntr to C
lea eax,[eax+ebx -4096]
mov edi,DWORD[ebp-12]
vmovdqu YMM0,[eax+edi* 4]; 8 words C
imul ecx,DWORD[ebp-12],4
mov eax,DWORD[ebp+8]; pntr to A
lea edx,[ebx+ecx -4096]
mov edi,DWORD[ebp+12]; pntr to B

lea esi,[ecx+ebx -4096]
vmovdqu YMM1,[edi+esi] ; 8 words B
vmulps YMM1, YMM1, YMM0; C*B
vaddps YMM1, YMM1, YMM0; C*B+C
vmovdqu [eax+edx], YMM1; 8 words to A

Now let us look at the listings,

$ cat bar.lis
listing of file bar.pas

+---A ’P’ at the start of a line
indicates the line has been SIMD
parallelised

|+--An ’M’ at the start of a line
indicates the line has been
multi-core parallelised

||
vv

1 program bar;
2 type t=array[1..800,0..1024] of real;
3
4 procedure foo(var a,b,c:t);
5 begin
6 PM a:=b*c+c;
7 end;
8 var p,q,r:t; i:integer;
9 begin

10 for i:= 1 to 100 do foo(p,q,r)
11 end.

Or we can run latex on the bar.tex file and get a pretty print
version looking like this

4.1 bar
program bar ;
type

t =array [1..800,0..1024] of real ;

procedure foo ( var a ,b ,c :t ); (see Section 4.2 )
var

Let p, q, r ∈ t;
Let i ∈ integer;

begin

for i← 1 to 100 do
foo (p, q, r);

end .

4.2 foo
procedure foo ( var a ,b ,c :t );
begin

a← b × c + c;
end ;

Next let us compare the performance of Vector Pascal with C
when blurring a 1024x1024 pixel colour image. The same separable
convolution algorithm is used in both cases:. The addition of the C
file on the compiler command line instructs it to link the Pascal and
C in a single binary.

$ vpc blurtime cconv.c
$ blurtime
PASCAL 0.03 per run
C 0.442 per run
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Pascal outperforms C in this example because it uses saturated
SIMD arithmetic on pixels.

Finally as a bit of fun, matrix product of numbers and strings to
print a Roman number:

$ cat roman.pas
program roman;
const rom:array[0..4] of string[1]=

(’C’, ’L’, ’X’, ’V’, ’I’);

numb:array[0..4] of integer=(2,1,1,0,3);
var s:string;
begin

s:= numb . rom;
writeln(s);

end.
$ roman
CCLXIII
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